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old egg-masses of the species, but nothing

living. However, on Long Island, N. Y., I

met with larvae like leucosligma but without

the yellow subdorsal band. On breeding

them I obtained a moth exactly like Mr.

Beutenmiiller's recent examples of inornata.

Harrison G. Dyar,

Jordan and Kellogg's Animal Life

(N. Y., Appleton, 1900, 8^') is an introduc-

tion to zoology of the most rational kind,

abundantly and excellently illustrated. It is

the only text-book of zoology we have ever

seen which was readable almost from cover

to cover Generous space is given to insects.

The authors point out "that the whole

life of animals, ... all the varietrof animal

form and habit is an expression of the fitness

of animals to the varied circumstances and

conditions of their living . . . [and that this

adaptation has] come about inevitably and

naturally, and that it can be readily studied

and largely understood." The whole book

makes this clear.

Stanford University's collection

OF Japanese scale insects. —Mr. S. I.

Kuwana, assistant in entomology in Stanford

University, spent all of last summer in Japan

collecting and studying in the field the scale

insects of that country, this being the first

attempt to make a systematic investigation

of Japanese Coccidae. Mr. Kuwana visited

and traveled over all of the larger islands of

the Empire, and by reason of his knowledge

of the language and geography of Japan was

able to do very effective work. He gave spe-

cial attention to the San Jos6 scale, in an

attempt to solve, or at least to contribute to

the solution of, the problem of the native

habitat of this insect. This scale was found

to be distributed over the whole empire, and

in certain regions to be a serious pest. Mr.

Kuwana is now engaged in working over his

notes and material relating to the San Jos6

scale and finds much evidence to uphold the

belief that the insect is native to Japan. He
hopes to publish his notes about Christmas

time. The collections made by Mr. Kuwana
on this expedition, which are large, belong

to the entomological laboratory of Stanford

University. As far as the duplicate material

will allow I shall be glad to make exchanges

with students of the Coccidae, or to present

specimens to them. Until the material is

worked over, however, the collection will be

kept intact.

Vernon L. Kellogg.
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Special Labels, Forceps, Sheet Cork, Etc.

Other prticles are being added, Send for Litt.

THE BUTTERFLYBOOK. imp. 8vo., Pp. xx-l-382. 48 colored plates with over
1,000 figures representing 525 species. 183 figures in text. Indispensable to collectors and
students of entomology.

$3.00 net, sent postpaid upon receipt of price.

Address: W.J. Holland, LL. D., Pittsburg, Pa.

Guide to the Genera and Classification of the Orthoptera of North America
north of Mexico. By Samuel H. Scudder. 90 pp. 8°.

Contains keys for the determination of the higher groups as well as the

nearly 200 genera of our Orthoptera, with full bibliographical aids to further

study. Sent by mail on receipt of price $1.00.
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